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What are your priorities for public
services in our communities?
City services should be publicly owned and
operated. Every community should have equitable
access to community amenities like libraries,
green spaces, public and affordable transit, and
recreation opportunities. I intend to invest in
Edmonton’s public service and expand in areas of
operations, maintenance, infrastructure, and

service-provision roles.

We need to build our communities to focus on people.

What is your position on private-public partnerships?
As a Union member since 2012, I know firsthand how privatization often fails to find the advertised
“efficiencies”, and cost savings direct impact workers who become de-unionized, with lower pay and
benefits. Privatization leads to higher administrative burden on contract management, further
inflating middle management and cutting frontline service delivery jobs. We’ve seen service delivery
problems caused by high-turnover in low wage private providers, and the bureaucratic burden caused
by dealing with a third party instead of an in-house provider.

I believe private-public partnerships can be useful in certain instances, on large infrastructure
development projects where private industry’s risk tolerance may be capitalized to achieve public
interest outcomes and insulate public investment. During the tendering process, a partnership
contract can include clauses to enforce that any overages or delays in labour/construction are borne
by the private entity, and furthermore any subsequent repairs within a given period of time. These
protections insulate government investment and can provide better assurance to the taxpayer that
their money is being wisely spent. This further incentivizes rigour from the private partner to invest in
high-quality products to avoid higher repair costs down the line.

Partnerships are a tool that may be appropriate in certain instances, but these require a high level of
rigour and contract management oversight from the public service. Any proposed public-private
partnership that Council reviews needs to be closely scrutinized, as Edmontonians expect quality
public services and strong community investment.



What are your priorities for transportation?
Like so many in our ward, I get around by either walking, riding my bike, or taking public transit. It’s so
important that our city provides infrastructure that supports these modes of transportation.

I hear all the time how tired people are of waiting for the Valley Line West LRT to be completed. Our
city needs to be investing in increasing accessibility to destinations downtown, and throughout our
city. We need to also make getting around easier, through a fare-free circulator route in O’day-min,
and explore fare-free transit options throughout the city. This will benefit seniors, students, working
families by removing financial barriers and increasing ridership.

Active transportation options need to be encouraged and made safer - complete the bike lane
network, no more “sidewalks to nowhere”, and make sure that our sidewalks are well lit and
maintained. This means better snow clearing, regular power-washing, and quickly making repairs
when it’s necessary.

We also need to approach our infrastructure with an equity seeking lens. My step-mother uses a
walker to assist her in getting around. Even in communities that have undergone renewal projects,
sidewalk curbs are still too steeply pitched, and I have seen on multiple occasions the harm that this
can cause, both physically, and emotionally.

Do you support the change in campaign financing laws?
We need to be removing barriers to democracy, not increasing them. This means getting big money,
and the influence it can buy, out of politics. I would support campaign financing laws that create
similar tax benefits to those seen on the provincial and federal level, that bring in lower donation
limits, as well as spending limits for candidates. We need to develop a framework that makes it
easier for fresh ideas and new leaders to participate in the political system, particularly those who
may be equity-seeking including women, BIPOC, 2SLGBTQIA+, and those with disabilities.

What is your plan to address housing and homelessness in our
communities?
We all need to acknowledge who in our communities are most impacted by this crisis.
Approximately 50% of our unhoused neighbours are Indigenous, and so centering their voices, and
uplifting the organizations that are best positioned to help - Niginan, for example - has to be the first
priority. Because of the work of initiatives like Recover, we know that the Housing First approach is
most effective when it is supported by a sense of community, and self-determination.

In more direct actions, Council can provide capital investment in supportive housing, introducing a
Shelter Bill of Rights so that nobody has to compromise to be able to sleep inside, and by upholding
the encampment policies we have in place to ensure that those who have not yet been able to find a
safe home are not worried about losing what space they have found.



Housing concerns aren't limited to houselessness, but stretch to affordable housing, all the way up
to market rate. If the private market were able to find a solution to this problem, they would have by
now. We need to work together with non-profit housing providers in accessing funding like that
available through the federal government’s National Housing Strategy. I am glad that the city has
increased the number of neighbourhoods that both supportive and affordable housing developments
can be built, but we need to make sure that we aren’t compromising on reaching our affordable
housing goals. We can use our by-laws and permitting processes to ensure that development
applications are approved with affordable housing in mind, focusing on multi-bedroom,
family-friendly options.

What are your priorities to address the fiscal relationship between the
provincial government and municipalities?
Plainly put, Edmonton’s current fiscal relationship with the provincial government isn’t working. The
current provincial administration has failed to fulfill obligations in its jurisdiction - case in point, its
unwillingness to provide operational funding to address the housing crisis. We can’t sit idly by as our
city is failed by a government unwilling to do its part.

I have worked in provincial public service for 9 years. I understand how decisions are made, and how
to bring the provincial government to the table.

I know fiscal frameworks aren’t exactly a sexy issue for most people, and it’s my job as Councillor to
communicate the importance of mobilizing our communities and getting Edmontonians’ voices
directly heard in order to hold the provincial administration accountable  to bring about change. The
current provincial administration has shown a willingness to change its mind, when enough voices
speak up.

We need to take off our city’s training wheels under the Municipal Governments Act and realize our
full potential under a Big City Charter. We can redefine our revenue-generating and decision-making
powers to provide better services for our city. It’s time for Edmonton to stand on its own feet and be
recognized as a partner, not a client or child of the province.


